Last Will and Testament of Heinrich Wilhelm Mente
(Translation Follows this Document)

Last will and testament.
After I, the undersigned retired teacher and cantor em. W. Mente at Lüneburg, started my 84th year of life on 21 June of the
year and on 2 July of the previous year my faithful wife was snatched from me by death, I feel compelled and by God's grace
also empowered to determine how my estate is to be kept.
§1
My entitled heirs are my children and that are:
a) 3 children of first marriage:
1. Minna Meta Betti, because mentally weak remained in the parental household.
2. Maria Sophia Christiane married Foertmeyer in Cincinnati
3. Ernst Wilhelm Adolf, because mentally weak in the Siechenhaus of the Stephan Abbey in Hanover.

(b) children of second marriage:
4. Arnold Emil in Cincinnati
5. Heinrich Wilhelm in Jackson, O.
6. Alwin Wilhelm in Kansas City, Mo
7. Jürgen Ulrich in Cincinnati
8. Bodo Karl in Cincinnatti
9. Elise Berta Ottilie married Niemann in Bremen
10. Carl Julius in New Orleans, La
11. Emilia Sophia, married Thüme in Lüneburg

§2
My inheritance consists in a credit in the Simon Heinemann´schen (in Lüneburg) whose amount at the time of my death the
account book of my blessed wife ... and in furniture, household objects and beds etc..

§3
The two daughters Ottilie and Elilie are already resigned from this estate. Betti and Adolf, on the other hand, will have to be
constantly maintained by their siblings, and ... because our children have made good progress in a foreign country and are
entitled to their inherited... have decided, during the lifetime of my blessed wife, that our estate shall be used for this purpose.

§4
From this inheritance, Betti is to retain those objects which served her personal use. Ottilie is to have a bed and Emilie, who
with her blessed mother in her last grave hardship endured day and night until her last breaths, who was ... and inherit a bed.
Each of my good sons, for whom it has always been an honour and joy to give their old parents a carefree retirement through
many gifts of love, shall ... my daughter Marie is entitled to choose any piece of our estate as a souvenir. The remainder is to
be auctioned off.

§5
It urges me to my dear children the urgent request yes obligation to provide for Betti and Adolf to put at this point still quite
particularly to the heart and I will not separate from this life the reassuring conviction that in peculiarity my dear sons to the
nobleness shown against us parents parents also their brothers and sisters do not ... become.

§6
A court order of the estate shall not take place.

§7
At my request my son-in-law Mrs. Thüme in Lüneburg has agreed to take over the enforcement of the above provisions. What
the same will do in this matter shall be considered as if it were done by myself.
His expenses are to be reimbursed from the estate and cheap compensation is to be granted for missed.

§8
If, contrary to expectation, one of my heirs should raise an objection against these provisions of mine, he shall also pay the socalled compulsory portion ... be.

§9

I will personally sign these last provisions in the presence of two guarantors and then keep them sealed in my desk.
Lüneburg, 16 February 1896
W. Mente

L. Timm, accountant as witness
J.F. Lange Junior as a witness

